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Vol. 42 No. 1 
By Derek B. Lipscombe 
The names Sarah Killgore or 
Gabriel Hargo are probably not fa-
miliar names, unless you have stud-
ied the !::r~:- :. "/· ~':e University of 
Michigan Law School. But they made 
his lOry in the 180(): s. 
Killgore was the first woman in 
the English-speaking world to re-
ceive a university law degree when 
she graduated from Michigan Law 
School in 1871. One year earlier, 
Hargo became the second African-
American to receive a law degree. 
This year's entering class of 
approximately 360 students has the 
largest percentage ever of women -
47 percent - and of minorities - 25 
percent, according to Associate Dean 
Susan Eklund. 
"We were pretty light on women 
and students of color in the past," she 
said last week. "We knew we had to 
do a bener job. Now we're not one of 
the worst, but we're really not in a 
class by ourselves." 
The figures represent a dramatic 
change compared to the previous 
year's numbers of3 7 percent women 
and 17 percent minorities. Eklund 
said the percentage of women had 
been even lower in the past, while the 
pe:c::::::<:~:: ~f minorities has been the 
same for the past couple of years. 
But she stressed that while the 
numbers had changed, admissions 
standards were not lowered to admit 
more minorities and women. 
Eklund, who was in charge of 
admissions this year after Allan Still-
wagon left the Law Scho~!. ~";,u ! :M. 
has always tried to recruit women 
and minoritie!i. However, she said 
that more resources were dedicated 
to this effort last year. 
While average LSAT or GPA 
scores were not released by the school, 
Eklund said this year's class had 
slightly higher GPAs and slightly 
lower LSAT scores compared to last 
year's entering class. 
She said the school will continue 
to be aggressively attract qualified 
women and minorities to enroll. At 
the same time, Eklund hopes to pub-
licize the law school on a nationwide 
basis to attract a larger pool of candi-
dates. That project now is in the hands 
of Dennis Shields, the new director 
of admissions who was recently hired. 
In the past, Eklund said that even 
when there were qualified applicants 
who were admitted, the school often 
lost the student to another top law 
school, she said. 
This year, Eklund said she tried 
to get offers to qualified applicants 
quicker. "The theory goes that all 
other things bein; ?~:.!:~; !..':e first 
school you hear from is the one you 
go to," she said. 
Also, qualified women and 
1 991 Law School Honors 
Graduate Dies in Accident 
By Peter Mooney 
RG News Editor 
1991 graduate David I. Stillman died this summer on a skiing 
trip to Switzerland. Stillman went off an unmarked cliff and fell 
600 feet on August 15. 
During his law school career, Stillman was active in clinical 
programs and intramural sports. During each of his three years at 
the law school he played for the Thongs, the school's entry in the 
University's intramural hockey league. 
Stillman graduated in May with honors. He was planning to 
begin his legal career at the San Francisco firm of Pillsbury, 
Madison and Sutrp. 
Free Pee-Wee! 
The University of Michigan 
minorities who had been accepted to 
the law school were deluged with 
mailings and personal telephone calls 
from administra!Ors and students. 
Over 1 SO of them also came to Ann 
Arbor during the summer for a pre-
view weekend. And the school got 
the word out more about Professor 
Catherine MacKinnon, one of the 
nation's leading feminists as well as 
the "Women in the Law" clinic. 
All of the new strategies, ac-
cording to Eklund, combined to help 
the Law School have a higher "take 
rate" in regards to women and mi-
norities this year compared to the 
past, Eklund said. 
"They (the administration) re-
ally put an incredible effort into it," 
said thi rd-year student Sarah 
Zearfoss, who talked to Eklund last 
year about strategies to attract more 
women to the law school. 
Coming from an all-womens 
college, Bryn Mawr, Zearfoss said 
she knew of the "baule" in attracting 
women to the law school. Zearfoss 
worked for Professor Richard Pildes 
last year and talked to him about 
bringing more women to~chigan. 
Knowing Eklund was willing to lis-
ten to suggestions, Pildes asked her 
tc '"~" "'· 7 ""rfoss. 
"I think this year's class will 
make a huge difference in attracting 
more women and minorities in the 
future," said Zearfoss. "I think the 
school has a terrible reputation for 
being anti-women and this should 
help change that." 
But Zearfoss said changing 
composition of tlte student body will 
not change the school's reputation. 
"(These students) are going to 
be the same tremendous graduates of 
Michigan as others have been in the 
past," she said. 
"I feel university officials real-
ized that to maintain the school's 
ranking as a top 10 law school it must 
have an interesting and diverse stu-
dent body," said Liz Delgado, a sec-
ond-year law student and official with 
the Hispanic Law School Associa-
tion. 'The school realized that it had 
to avoid having the reputation of 
September 16, 1991 
falling behind the other schools." 
But Delgado said she hopes that 
this year's figures are not just an 
aberration and that they are a pattern 
which will continL"' '" _.~,,. r .. r .. re. 
"We need to continue to get as 
many offers out as possible to all 
people of color who meet the crite-
ria," she said 
While other law schools across 
the nation have had student demon-
strations to increase the number of 
women and minorities in recent years, 
Delgado said that that hasn't been the 
case at Michigan because the ad-
ministration of Dean Lee C. Bollin-
ger, Eklund and Associate Dean 
Virginia Gordon "seems commiued 
to diversi ty." 
Both Delgado and Zearfoss said 
the next step for the administration 
should be in the area of at.tracting and 
hiring more minority and women 
professors. 
Eklund, who said she viewed 
this year's orientation "as the out-
come of a blind date" because of her 
See CLA S:S OF '94, page 5 
ACLU President Shuns 
Conservative Court 
By Peter Mooney 
RG News Editor 
Nadine Strossen, president of 
ACLU,arguedSaturday morning that 
the current U.S . Supreme Court has 
reduced its review of government 
regulation of individuallibenies to a 
rationale basis stantJ£~rti Me: Stros-
-:---·· .. · . 
sen spoke at an annual public event 
forum. 
Also appearing at Ann Arbor's 
First Unitarian Church with Strossen 
were Professor Terrence Sandalow 
and third-year law student Eugene 
Feingold. 
An example of the court's ac-
ceptance of greater limits on individ-
uallibenies, Strossen argued, is the 
recently decided Smith case. That 
case involved the use of the drug 
peyote by Native Americans in Ore-
gon during religious ceremonies. 
"The court held that not allow-
ing the use of peyote was 'one of the 
consequences of democratic govern-
ance,"' Strossen said. Traditionally, 
Strossen argued, the Court has inter-
preted the Bill of Rights to limit 
majoritarian impulses. 
Another case that Strossen cited 
is the "gag" rule decision, which 
applies to clinics receiving federal 
funds. The court held that clinics 
receiving federal funds can be pre-
vented from counseling women on 
abortions. 
"The fact that the doctors are 
forced to read a script when a woman 
asks about abortion shows the rule is 
classic viewpoint discrimination, 
which is impermissible under the First 
Amendment," Strossen argued. 
Responding to a question from 
the audience, Strosscn opposed poli-
cies restricting discriminatory speech 
on college campuses. The ACLU 
successfully challenged the Univer-
sity of Michigan's speech policy in 
1989. 
<\rro~~en explained that 
University's policy was overbroad 
because it forbade speech that cre-
ated a "hostile or intimidating atmos-
.phere." Strossen argued that only 
speech directed at a specific individ-
ual can constitute harrassment that 
can be restricted. 
Sandalow spoke briefly but re-
sponded to a few ofStrossen 's points. 
He said that while he agrees that 
the "peyote case" was wrongly de-
cided, but heaargued that the issue is 
ee ACLU, page 15 
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Ah, To Be A 
Lawyer in 1 91 
It seems that now is not an opportune time to be 
a lawyer. Law firms are cutting back their own 
numbers wilh as much frequency and regularity as 
my own daily bowel movements. Vice-President 
Dan Quayle's speech to lhe American Bar Associa-
tion was more than just an attempt at boosting his 
public persona for a 1996 presidential election. It 
was a premeditated move by an executive branch 
aware of lhe phenomenal rate at which litigation is 
increasing. It signified lhe maturatio~ of growing 
shift in lhe nature of lawyering and legal process in 
the United States: more mediation, less trial time and 
possibly lhepaymentof opposing parries costs (which 
translates into more pressure to settle). P""'!'l"' ri.n 
not like lawyers, they like Mike. Remember Bill 
Shakespeare's immortal line; one that has been 
quoted so many times that I hesitate to add to its 
cliched status, "The frrst thing we do, let's kill all the 
lawyers." Indeed, at worst, lawyers are compared to 
parasites, puny, nasty things which disease a vibrant 
and heallhy body. 
Which brings me to the point of this column: 
what are we as law students to make of this? It is true 
that a legal education can be used for several pur-
poses, notwithstanding ~!'0'?'ino-_lln attorney. Ana-
lyzing situations with a legally~tnii;ed mind can be 
useful in a variety of settings. It is my hope as we 
begin the new school year that this diverse law 
school community will spend some its time think-
ing, and indeed, writing about matters of interest to 
us all. Mauers suchas the current law firm cutbacks, 
Quayle's speech, Clarence Thomas' nomination, 
tear gasing students, a Michigan victory over the 
Irish, and yes, even my own bowel movements. The 
RG looks forward to hearing from those of you who 
are more intelligient than this opinion editor. 
Mein Campus? 
Ann Arbor Police Working for the Clampdown 
By Spencer Gusick 
I wanted to write tt'tis column all week. I have spent seven 
years in Ann Arbor, and I have never seen such a police 
crackdown on student ri.;~.~ ::..:; ~ ::::.·:~in the first two weeks of 
this school year. Ann Arbor, the Berkeley of the mid-West, is 
starting to resemble a fascist state. I wanted to write this column 
all week. And then I got tear gassed by the police. 
Last weekend I went to a party at the fraternity house where 
I lived in college. The police sent in undercover agents to 
infiltrate the party. Six squad cars converged on the house, the 
party was busted, and one of the fraternity members was given 
a one-thousand dollar fine for supplying alcohol to minors. The 
police told him they would consider lowering the fine if he gave 
them the::~:-:-~.~ ~c.!~~ other members who were serving beer. 
Nice tactics. Later lhat evening a law school party in a private 
home was slapped with a $400 noise ticket. You buy a keg, you 
have IOOclassmates over, the police give you a$400 ticket. And 
everyone at lhis party was of age. Nice tactics. 
When I was a freshman in college you had to be 21 to drink, 
and 18 toenterthebars. Now you have to be21 to get into almost 
every bar in Ann Arbor. The U Club decided to go dry in order 
to prevent underage drinking. The Nectarine Ballroom is now 
1{3lhe size it used to be, with a glassed-in bar area for drinking, 
and HEY! let's see your stamp if you want to get in. For God's 
sake, you can't buy a burger at the Union on a weekend night 
without showing your student I.D. Things arc getting out of 
hand. 
Friday night I was trying to get a slice of pizza at2: 15am. 
Walking down South U. towards the Brown Jug I saw the street 
blocked off with squad cars. A wall of Ann Arbor police stood 
with batons, limiting access to the street and sidewalk. Approxi-
mately 200 students were standing at the ChurchS treet intersec-
tion, chanting football slogans. They were angry that the police 
were trying to clear the streets of people, but lhis was no riot 
situation. The police said there was an unlawful assembly and 
told the crowd to disperse. Then they fiTed a tear gas cannister 
into the crowd. Students stampeded in all directions. As they 
stumbled away from the intcrsecuon, eyes tearing, noses run-
ning, coughing and spitting, the police fired anolhercannisterof 
tear gas, and lhen yet anolher. It was just pathetic. These 
students had co;-.:~:::!.: .... '.:bor from all over Michigan and the 
United States because of lheir academic abilities, and now they 
were being tear gassed because the police decided that they 
wanted everyone to go home at 2:00. The police continued to 
sweep the street, using their batons to shove people out of the 
way, and dispersing more tear gas at the Forest Street intersec-
tion. The street was cleared and "peace" had been restored. 
Who gave lhe Ann Arbor police a mandate to clear the 
streets at 2am? Who decided that the police should send 
undercover agent~ into parties and give out oppressive tickets? 
"''-.. ~- .... ~ ?Olice focus on the victimless crime of un~:--~ --
drinking wh~n they have done shit to prevent robbery, burglary, 
violent crime, and rape? Rape is .still the biggest crime problem 
in Ann Arbor, yet the entire police squad was out on South U. 
gassing people because they were enjoying a warm evening 
after "closing time." 
Students must do something about this fascistic policy shif 
before the new crackdown becomes status quo. The University 
is supposed to advocate students' concerns in lhe community 
Ann Arbor is run by U of M. You can be damn sure that if Jim 
Duderstadt says "Lay off," the cops will lay off. Students will 
not pay $20,000 a year to be gassed by right-wing yahoos. Le 
the administration know that this police state is unacceptable. 
If the University does not intercede on the students' behalf 
then there will be an upheaval. It is possible lhat this may take 
the form of dialogue or, if that fails , civil disobedience. But let 
me make one thing clear: Free people do not take well to police 
harrassment, they do not enjoy being verbally abused or shoved 
with batons, and lhey definitely do not like being gassed. The 
police have the power to maintain calm, and they have the power 
to incite riots. If the police use tear gas again, I fear lhey will fmd 
themselves on the receiving end of more than angry editorials 
pc· Revisited 
By Eric Restuccia fruitful arguments at the university administration and faculty 
In the past few years, the meaning of political correcbless who have perpetrated the real destructive actions often in the 
and its ramifications for the university have created a storm of name of "diversity" or "multiculturalism." 
controversy both at the University of Michigan and at other Theseactors have corrupted theuniversitycurriculum 
colleges. The Res Gestae ran several articles last year focusing administered improperly restrictive speech codes, instituted 
on lhe topic, many defending its sensitizing influence while overtly race-conscious hiring and recruiting programs, estab 
others decried its imposition of liberal orthodoxy. lished departments which have no integrity as separate disci 
The defenders of political correctness argued successfully plines, censured professors who offer ugly ideas in scholarship, 
in the Res Gestae that many of the detractors were just and threatened to withdraw the accreditation of those universi 
complaining that the .·:.:.,:·: ' ~- -' :->alitical climate has changed, ties which f.' " ·- -~- r-:rm to such standards. These are the 
rendering certain conclusions more or less acceptable to the legions of the "politically correct" that may shackle classical 
majority of students. In the 1950s, a student who lived with university liberalism for another generation and deserve con 
another before marriage may have encountered the moral cen- demnation. One may draw examples from the University of 
sure of other students; in the same way, one who suggests that Michigan for several of these failures. 
it is immoral to conduct one's affairs in that manner may receive The University recently added a diversity requirement 
social rebuke as being "intolerant" or "backward." necessitating that students take a course focusing on the mean-
These kinds of interchanges characterize the student en vi- ing of race and ethnicity or the intolerance, inequality, or 
ronment, in which students draw strikingly different conclu- discrimination based on race and ethnicity. Implicitly, the 
sions on provocative issues; students in disagreement may even content requirement of these courses presupposes a dedication 
find their opponents morally repugnant. I am unconvinced that to eliminating invidious actions based on race and ethnicity. 
the moral tenor of these debates has become more acute, rather Certainly, such efforts are noble, but they subvert the 
that the popular conclusions have changed. mission of the university to create a system in which students 
~owever, critics of political correcble~s direct their most pursue truth unfettered by preexistir!g substantive conclusions 
• .. o • t .. j • • 1 ...- ,.,. ~ I · # ,> • f ~------------------~ ..~. ~.-~.~ ·-
On Finding a Mission ... 
By David Nacht 
Before I went to Law School I asked law-
yer friends what to expect. They all said that I'd 
hate it. Why, I asked? "Because you work hard 
and you feel lousy." "Why do you feel lousy?" 
I asked. I received mainly incoherent replies. 
I'm beginning my third year, and I'm 
beginning to understand why people don't like 
law school: Every single law student I know 
experiences self-doubt and failure anxiety to a 
degree that would strike psychologists as ab-
normal. Why? What are the causes of our 
misery? I 
Clearly, the current job market produces 
terrible unease. But the problem I am address-
ing lies deeper than recession malaise. Several 
causes arc bandied about: all of them seem true 
in some measure: 
• large classes1 with a curve desismed to 
make most law students accustomed· w iica-
demic success feel like failures; 
• no feedback outside of grades except for 
the occasional, "Good point, Ms. Jones;" 
• poor student-faculty interaction dimin-
ishing the sense that one belongs to an aca-
demic community; 
•several women and members of minority 
groups fmd attitudes among classmates and 
faculty alienate them; 
• financial worries driven by loan re-
payment 
Although these issues remain pressing, 
and require attention, let me suggest that the 
lack or a sense or mission drains many law 
students of their enthusiasm for the law. Most 
students come to law school without a good 
reason to do so. Common truthful responses to 
the question, "Why law?" are (1) What else 
could I do?; (2) I want prestige and money; (3) 
it is easy to explain this choice to my parents. 
Fewer enter the Jaw to seck intellectual 
of its character. Further, the university can 
offer no basis on which to suggest this course is 
necessary to the exclusion of an endless list of 
potentially "vital" courses the same faculty 
might wish to institute. Examples include: (1) 
humanity's essential relationship to ecology, 
(2) the nature of international and domestic 
poverty and the way it affects the poor, (3) the 
tmportance of human sexuality in role identifi-
cation and the family, or (4) the principles of 
tolerance and religious pluralism in a stable 
political order. 
During the same period, the English 
Department dismantled its core currie•..::::~ 
requiring three classes covering the canon of 
Western literature. This abandonment of the 
Western curriculum stems from the same kind 
of analysis that underlies the diversity require-
ment Scholars no longer defend the necessity 
of understanding Western literature, philoso-
phy, and history even though it informs the 
foundation of the university. Those who argue 
that the infusion of non-Western cultures into 
the United States diminishes the importance of 
this tradition, triviaJizc the breadth of meaning 
of Western civilization, and fail to recognize its 
importance as the undergirding of the classical 
stimulation or the improvement of the human In the film, The Doctor, William Hurt 
condition. Nonetheless, most of us would like plays a successful heart surgeon with a Iuera-
la be stimulated by our work and to feel that our tive practice who is asked by his father-in law, 
work is worthwhile. Very few of us have a asmall-timedoctor,"So,how'sbusinessinthe 
concrete idea how toconnectourvague goals to big-time?" Hurt responds, "Great. We're 
particular paths in the law. killing them." The black humor underscores 
Indeed, the only concrete pieces of infor- Hurt's insensitivity to the meaning of a suc-
mation one seems able to learn is that big fmn cessful medical practice. Hurt later changes, 
practice is prestigious (to some) and lucrative after a bout with cancer, from the cool, aloof 
(if you're not laid off). Since all other options professional to a warm, caring healer. Seealso. 
appear distinctly vague, and also require more Doc Hollywood (Plastic surgeon from small 
risk (you lcnow fewer people doing it) and more town forsakes lucrative Hollywood liposuction 
work (fewer on-campus interviews), students for small town practice of delivering babies and 
areproneiOchoosingabigfmnjob,lif theycan removing fish hooks); Regarding Henrv (Big 
get one. This choice is made without a sense of fmn litigator who concealed evidence to win a 
where one's career is heading. Ae a result, the case fmds happiness and meaning by giving up 
typical law student lacks a sense of excitement the law after being shot in the head). Not 
or adventure about his or her future. incidentally, the leading characters in each of 
If law school were fll led with pleasurable thesefilmsalsofindbappiness in family, which 
experiences, the loss of a sense of a rnissiori- ·each had previously sacrificed for success. 
would not be felt so heavily. "Sure," we would The point is not that we should all become 
say, "we don't know why we're doing this, but small-town lawyers or full-time public interest 
gee whiz, it sure is fun." Unfortunately, for lawyers; or government lawyers; or any other 
most, law school just isn't like that Given that kind of lawyer. The point is 10 think through 
fact-althoughl,forone,donotthink it should the choices that we make, and to choose a 
be a "given"- it is essential that one believes career that excites us, without convincing our-
one is working for a worthwhile cause. While selves of the necessity of giving up a part of life 
some of may find nobility simply in the ability about which we care deeply. There are ways to 
10 earn a comfortable living, many of us seek to have fun and feel like a million bucks practic-
contribute inapositivewaytoourcommunities ing law, and no one should choose a life they 
and our country. consider dreary for any reason. 
To the extent that money drives career 
Our belief that we have chosen a valuable choices, do the math. It is possible to pay back 
career becomes even more difficult when we a considerable amount of loans earning in the 
confront in our cul ture the image of lawyer-as-
parasite; when in summer jobs, we discover the 
many practicing attorneys who seem not to 
enjoy what they do; and when many on the 
facul ty of our school seem to share the view 
that Jaw ftrm practice is little more than making 
money. 
liberal university environment. Thus its estab-
lishment does not require substantive conclu-
sions oti~~;, u1C111 cUt awareness of the identity of 
the institution. 
The University also instituted a dis-
criminatory harassment policy to protect stu-
dents against personal invective in the face of 
ugly or offensive speech. However, it failed to 
create sufficiently clear protections of speech; 
the Federal District Court judge found the 
policy unconstitutional in 1989. In its place, 
President Duderstadt enacted an interim policy 
creating a three-tiered system of policing dis-
'· :: .• inatory conduct or speech, providing dif-
ferent degrees of protection depending on the 
nature of the forum. Again, the attempt to 
protect students from personal ugliness is a 
noble goal. However, the University only 
provides a more com pre hens i ve protection than 
state laws when it moves against bigoted mean-
ness short of state-aclcnowledged harassment; 
attempts to give form to such policies con-
stantly threatens the threshold of protected 
speech. 
Other university discriminatory poli-
cies and their implementation demonstrate this 
problem. The University of Connecticut policy 
30's-40's, especially if you end up with a life-
partner who also earns an income. 
Perhaps you get excited about defending 
corporations from greedy plaintiffs; or maybe 
you are a populist, and wish 10 redistribute 
wealth from big corporations to tort victims. 
Maybe you love the idea of helping businesses 
prohibited laughing inappropriately in another's 
direction as possible harassment and Brown 
expelled a stuu~lll wi1u spewed venomous 
epithets at no particular person. These ex-
amples do not even touch the core problem, 
which is the potentially chilling effect if sensi-
tive bureaucrats rigorously implemented the 
policies. To avoid this development, the Uni-
versity ought 10 rely on the United States 
Constitution and the state's harassment law. 
The University has now enjoyed the 
third year of its Michigan Mandate to increase 
the percentage of ethnic and racial minorities. 
:- .... ·. . :~ :,ood people share the sentimentlhat 
historically disadvantaged persons deserve a 
real opportunity to pursue educational goals. 
However, the University errs in three separate 
ways in implementing this policy. First, in 
linking these efforts with diversity, the Univer-
sity erroneously suggests that race or ethnicity 
is an adequate proxy for difference in ideas or 
experiences. These efforts legitimize individu-
als who purport to speak for the entire ethnicity 
or race, ignoring the rich differences that exist 
within any particular group. 
Second, the University attempts to 
achieve this goal by using aggresstve-affirma-
The Res Gestae Septe mber 16. 199) - pll!f" 3 
navigate the thicket of laws and regulations, or 
perhaps you are a budding Clarence Darrow, 
who will protect individuals from injustice. 
Maybe you just love to solve complex puales 
and a practice of drafting loan agreements or 
tax planning gets you gushing with joy; maybe, 
(but I doubt it), you love the GATT. 
So long as you are excited about your 
choice, it does not really matter. (Politically, of 
course it matters. But here, the goal is individ-
ual happiness. Insofar as you think you are 
"selling out", it is difficultiO imagine how you 
could be happy.) 
1 There are pleasures at the Jaw school: clinics 
generate an unusual degree of excitement; srudent 
activities - social, athletic, and the "Basement 
groups" also seem to make for happy stude.nts. 
;;,,. ,,,. · . . ite journals and moot coun provide 
c<>nsiderable pleasure. However, the greatest 
source of pride and pleasure among the majority 
of students appears to be jobs obtained - the 
place we go after we leave here: hence, this year's 
dismal job market suggests a greater amount of 
misery than a few years ago. 
1 Ironically, large class size serves to reduce 
unhealthy competition among us. Large numbers 
allows one to help others without feeling that one 
is huning one's self in the cwve. Also, I (a 
Bostonian) am convinced that midwesterners are 
just plain nicer to each other than the folks "out 
East." 
3 Don't get me wrong. I see nothing inherently 
wrong with choosing a career in "the big-time" 
with "big bucks." Many are able to find 
considerable satisfaction in such a career. Also 
true, of course, is that one can leave big fiT!T\ 
practice after a few years to pursue other goals. 
live action policies which are race-conscious in 
nature. Thus it creates the perception that an 
ethnic or racial minu,;., ·~ auou;'Ssion to the 
University is related to that identity rather than 
merited achievement. The University consid-
ers other nonmerit based considerations, but 
students perceive L'1at the racial and ethnic 
attributes weigh more heavily, thus sowing 
self-doubt, discredit, and resentment Third, 
the University also fosters resentment by not 
equally offering such opportunities to ceo-
nom icall y disadvantaged students outside these 
groups . 
. ·• . · - universities, Michigan es-
tablished two departments, Womens Studies 
and Afroamerican Studies, within the last three 
decades for honorable purposes, but again 
without a coherent foundation. These bodies 
don()( serve as individual disciplines, but prop· 
erly as rich explorations within other depart-
ments, including particularly Htstory. English, 
Political Science, and Sociology. This prece-
dent may open the door 10 further possible 
unfounded establishments such as Latino 
American Studies, Astan American Studies, 
Nauve American Studies, or Gay and Lesbian 
See PC R£DUX, page 4 
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By Michael David Warren, Jr. 
Law School MSA Representative 
0 
Last Tuesday night, the Michigan Student 
Assembly(MSA)rejectedaresolution to"Issue 
a Public Statement Denouncing Racially Moti-
vated Violence an<l tf) f)onate $500.00 to the 
Alfred Jermaine Ewell Fund." 
The resolution was.prompted by media 
publicity surrounding the beating of Ewell in 
Atlantic City last summer. Police have con-
cluded that the incident was a racial attack. 
Ewell- a black 17 year old high school 
student- was aiJegedl 'f beaten with a bat and 
pummeled by four or five white men. He has 
been hospitalized and undergone surgery to 
remove blood clots from his brain. Whether he 
will ~ttffer permanent damage is unknown. 
Ewell's family did not possess medical 
insurance, but a local fund raising drive has 
contributed to his medical costs. The MSA 
resolution would have donated the S500 to the 
medical fund. The Michigan Daily has reported 
that U-M sophomore David Donahue was ar-
raigned, on June 11, on charges of second 
degree attempted murder, first degree assault 
and criminal possession of a weapon in the 
fourth degree. Donahue turned himself in to the 
police. 
According 10 a letter to the Daily by LSA 
senior Peter McParlin, the grand jury has 
charged Donahue wi th criminal possession of a 
ate 
• I 
weapon, incitement to riol, and conspiracy. but 
has additionally charged the other four sus-
pects with assault and/or attempted murder. 
Proponents of the resolution declared that 
it was necessary to disassociate the University 
and its Studer.~ with Don~h•te and racially-
motivated violence. Max Ochoa (Common 
Sense Party), co-author of the bill, stated that 
racially motivated violence is a proper focus of 
the MSA. 
Many oppose the precedent for such action 
would bankrupt the MSA. If the resolution 
passed, the MSAcould be asked to compensate 
victims ofUM related assailants anytime such 
an incident occurred, opponents argued. 
Proponents replied that the MSA should 
exarn1M ~'.<~r.h incident individually. and that it 
was not bound by any precedent. Others sug-
gested that the MSA should compensate all 
victims of racial violence perpetuated by UM 
students. 
Brian Kight (Conservative Coalition) 
charged that the resolution was unjust since it 
both explicitly and implicitly condemned 
Donahue before his day in court. Kight de-
clared that Donahue was innocent until proven 
guilty. and argued that the MSA should not act 
until then. 
Proponents of the bill attempted to ap-
pease such critics by amending the resolution· s 
language, but as stated by one representative, 
g 
opponents believed that nearly any form the 
resolution was beyond repair and "fatally 
flawed." 
Proponents further posited that regardless 
of Donahue· s connection to the assault, that the 
resolution was a proper sior.C': itllrt:~r.lc,..ct the evil 
of racially motivated violence. 
As the law school representative, I voted 
against the resolution, arguing that such logic 
would mandate the compensation of other 
victims Of racially-motivated violence, includ-
ing the KtU"ds and victims of the Holocaust .. nd 
S tal inization. 
Although Ochoa acknowledged the 
opposition's point, he replied that the compen-
sation of such victims was entirely appropriate, 
and suggt>s!etl 1hM other assembly members 
should propose further resolutions to distribute 
MSA funds to such victims. 
I also countered by arguing that although 
noble, such causes were not appropriate MSA 
business. My party, the Conservative Coali-
tion, was elected on a platform to keep student 
money on campus and to deal solely with 
student issues, and that spending funds because 
of an incident which was alleged ~o be only 
tangentially related to the University would to 
breach campaign promises. 
PC REDUX 
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Studies. None of these possibilities truly en-
joys an integrity as a separate discipline. 
Moreover, SJCh departments are notorious for 
bcc(Jming politicized, raising questions of their 
ability even to achieve the diversity of thought 
within that group. 
The final two examples stem from 
recent political developments. 1 ne Mt<1<11e 
States Association of Colleges and Schools 
threatened the accreditation of Bernard M. 
BarurlJ College in New York for its failure to 
retain ethnic and racial minorities as students 
and recruit e~~m as professors. Further, the 
Association tssued the same warning to West-
minster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia 
for its failure to appoint women to its board of 
Elders. As a traditional Presbyterian institu-
tion, Westrnir.st~r refuses to admit women 10 
this board. "Ille!:e ~;;;.~.:p:es demonstrate an 
attempt to ensure that all accredited universi-
ties engage in th~ same kinds of policies, re-
moving the possibility of the diversity of a 
traditional Presbyterian seminary or a New 
York school with a more rigorous vision of 
merit-based appointments. The other example 
stems from the controversy in New York City 
College at which two professors offered de-
rogatory ccmments about groups in regard to 
their racial or ethnic identity both in speeches 
and in their writings. One received ever. LI-te 
condemnation of Governor Mario Cuomo who 
encouraged City College to censure him. These 
actions in the name of liberalism serve more to 
threaten rather than enrich academic freedom. 
Finnegan, Henderson, Farahow, 
Garrett & Dunner 
Intellectual Property Law 
Washingturi, D.C. 
• ln 
will be intervwwing second and third-year students on 
Wednesday, October 9 
for summer associate 1992 and 
permanent associate positions 
Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow. Garrett & Dunner is the largest intellectual property law firm in Washington D.C. and is among the 
largest in the United States . The firm, comprised of one hundred arld twenty-jive attorneys including forty partners, has a worldwide 
reputation for excellence. The intellectual property practice of the firm includes all aspects of patent, trademark and copyright law. The 
firm also has a signifteant practice in computer law, unfair competition, government contracts, export control, and related antitrust, li-
censing, litigation and international trade matters. 
Today, our practice is litigation-orientated and offers young lawyers a dynamic environment in which to develop both professionally 
and as individuals. 
RESUMES ARE DUE IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE BY FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 
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being in charge of admissions, said she fell do. 
better about the job she was doing when the Deal said she wasn't exactly sure how 
director of admissions at Yale Law School told many Asian students there were in this year's 
her that she had lured a couple of students away class. 
wi th the aggressive tactics. The previous year, Deal said there were 70 
"I can remember a couple of very specific women out of 172 
people who were saying to me that it was a new students and that the number of mi-
Yale/Michigan decision for them," said Jean 
Webb, director of admissions at Yale. "I hadn't 
see11 u i<lL .Ui ii iC ·past" 
For Yale to lose a couple of students mat-
terS more, because of the smaller '!ntering 
classes. This year, the school enroUed 183 new 
students. Just over 40 percent. or 73, of them 
were women, while the school also brought in 
45 minority students, which is about 24 percent 
of the class. 
Webb said Yale had three more minorities 
in last year's class and eight more women. 
"It's a liule disappointing to see the num-
;,.ers go down even slightly," she said. "Butt<.: 
see (the percentage of women) stay over 40 
percent is somewhat comforting. I think that's 
something everybody is putting an effort into." 
Minority and women percentages at peer 
schools indicates that Michigan has lagged 
behind 
Stanford University's entering class this 
year had 90 women and 90 men, said Fay Deal 
in the law school's admissions department. 
There were 60 minority students in the class, 
she said. But that number only includes Afri-
can-American, Hispanic and Native American 
students, because Stanford doesn't classify 
Asian students as minorities as other schools 
norities was about the same. 
Harvard University ·enrolls about540 new 
law Studer.;.; a;;,io....::,. Entering classes typi-
cally have about 45 percent women and 23 
percent minorities, said Mike Chmura, a spokes-
man for the law school. 
"There hasn't been any lcind of dramatic 
increases or decreases in the last couple of 
years," he said. 
Figures for this year's entering class at 
Columbia Law School weren 'tavailable, but of 
the approximately 330 new students last year, 
40 percent were women and 22 percent were 
University of Chicago Law School's en-
tering class this year will have about 42 percent 
women out of the 178 new students and about 
17 percent minorities, said Associate Dean 
Richard Badger. Last year's class, which had 
194 students, had about 33 percent women and 
about the same percentage of minorities, he 
said, adding that women typically make up 
about 38 percent of the entering class. 
"These numbers vary from year to year," 
said Badger. "And you have to remember that 
a difference of five students could dramatically 
affect our percentages." 
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Bingham., Dana & 
Gould 
of Boston 
is pkased to announce that it wiU be 
interviewing interested students on 
Wednesday, October 9, 1991 
rr============= ···====================================================~ 
JENNER & BLOCK 
of Chicago, Illinois 
would like to meet second-year 
University of Michigan Law School students 
interested in our firm on 
Monday, October 7 and Tuesday, October 8, 1991 
Jenner & Block, headquartered in Chicago, is a full-service law firm 
with offices in Washington, D.C., Miami, Florida and Lake Forest, lilinois. 
The firm has 294 attorneys practicing in virtually every area of the law. 
Jenner & Block is proud of its reputation as an aggressive and 
tenacious advocate for its clients' interests and its long tradition of 
dedication ~o public service. Our clients range from Fortune 500 
companies to indigent criminal defendants. 
We encourage law students who may be interested in our practice 
to schedule interviews with us. If you are unable to secure an 
interview slot, please leave your resume with one of our 
interviewers. We will do our best to spend some time with you. 
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Brown & Wood 
of New York 
is pleased to announce that it wiU be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Friday, October lith 
For positions with the firm fo r Summer, 1992 and permanent 
positions for Fall, 1992. 
Buchanan & Bos 
of Grand Rapids 
i..~ plea:;ed to announce that it will be intervieu·ing interested 
second and third-year students on 
Wednesday, September 24, 1991 
for positions with thefirmfor Summer, 1992 and permanent po-
sitions for Fall, 1992. 
Buchanan & Bos is a civil litigation firm interested in students 
who aspire to be trial lawyers. Recently, the firm has handled 
several multi-million dollar cases, for plaintiffs and defendants 
alike, in the business and commercial litigation [teld. Additional 
information regarding the practice of law at Buchanan & Bos is on 
file with the Placement Ofice. 
Holme Roberts & Owen 
of Atlanta 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
second and third years on 
Friday, September 2 7 
for positions with the firm for Summer, 1992 and permanent 
positionsfor Fall, 1992. 
Honigman, Miler, 
Schwartz and Cohn 
of Detroit, Houston, Lansing, Los Angeles 
Orlando, Tampa and lr'est Palm Beach 
is pleased to announce that it be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Wednesday, Oc Lober 2 
for positions with the firm f or Summer, 1992 
nnd pernuwent positio11s./(Jr Fall . 1992 
Fitch, Even, Tahin 
& Flannery 
of Chicago and San Diego 
is pl(•nsed to anrwuncP. that it zrilliH• interl'ieKing 
irztl'rested \econd and third year.~ student' on 
Wednesday, Septcntbcr 25 
for positions commencing in the summer of 1992. 
Our firm concentrates in tlte practice of intellectual proper-
tylaw. We are presently seeking students u.:ith undergraduate 
education in engineering or the physical sciences for positions 
involving aU phases of intellectual property law, including patent 
prosecuation and litigation. 
HOWREY & SIMON 
of Washington, D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it wiU be interviewing 
second and third-year students on 
Thursday, September 26 
Howrey & Simon, founded in 1956, is a Washington , D.C.firm 
of over 200 lawyers engaged in practice with emphasis ort commer-
cial litigation, antitrust (including mergers and acquisitions), 
international trade, got·ernment contracts , intellectual property, 
tchite collar criminal defense, environmental and insurance cover-
age . Our practice is nationwide and international in scope. 
Fox~ Bennett & 
Turner 
a 20-lawyer lrashington, D.C. law finn 
speciali:::.ing in health and 
teleconlltlllllications policy issues 
iTlL'ites second and third year studi?nts to interview for summer 
associat'' and associate po~itions on 
Seph•tnber 25~ 1991, 
in Hoom 200, Hutchins llall. 
I M 0 
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Maddin~ Hauser~ 
W artell~ Roth~ 
Heller & P-esses 
of Southfield, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
September 24 1991 and September 
25, 1991 
fo r summer and permanent employment, 1992. 
The Portland Office of 
Heller~ Ehrman~ 
White & McAuliffe 
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Palo Alto, 
California; Portland, Oregon; 
Seatle, Tacoma, lf'ashington; and 
Anchorage. Alaska 
is pleased to announce that it tnll be wtl'rl'it•u·inf{ 
interested second and third-year studt•nts on 
Friday, Septetnber 27 
for positions u:ith the firm for Summl'r, 1992 
and permanent positions for Fall. 1992. 
Heller. Ehrman is a full sen: ice lau firm headquart!'red 1n 'an Franci.,co 
with offiCes lncated in each of the major comrm>rcial cent en alon!{ the West Coast 
Heller, Ehrman's litigation and environmental practices are amon~ the country's 
largest and most sophisticated. We also hat·e major practice woup> emphasizing 
corporate, real estate, tax, labor and employme nt lau;, energy, bankruptcy and 
estates and trusts. The Portwnd offke is looking for students interested in complex 
litigation, environmentaL ww and energy law. 
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Adams, Duque & Hazeltine 
ofLosAngeks, CaufonUa 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
student$ on 
Friday, September 27, 1991 
Briggs and Morgan 
of Minneapolu and Saint Paul, Minne1ota 
is plea~ed to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
student$ on 
Tuesday, October 8, 1991 
Stanislaw, 
Ashbaugh, Chism, 
Jacobson & Riper 
Seattle, Washington 
announces on-campus interviews of 
first- and second-year students on 
Friday, October 5, 1991 
for Summer, 1992 positions 
Stanislaw, Ashbaugh, one of Seattle's most rapidly expanding law 
firms, has achieved a reputation for quality and excellence. The firm's 
emphasis in civil litigation affords summer associates the opportunity 
to assume greater responsibilities than customary at other firms. A 
summer with this highly successful firm in the beautiful Pacifte North-
west will prove challenging and rewarding. 
Dechert Price & Rhoads 
of Philadelphia 
is pleased to announce that it 
will be interviewing 
interested second- cuuJ third-year students on 
Wednesday, October 9, 
for summer and entry level associate positions 
Duvin. Cahn & Barnard 
, 
of Cleveland 
is pleased to announce that it wiU be interviewing 
interested second and third-year student$ on 
Tuesday, September 24, 1991 
for positions with the firm for Summer, 1992 and 
permanent positions for FaU, 1992. 
Willkie, 
Farr & Gallagher 
of New York, Washington, Pori3 & . 
London 
is pleased to announce that 
it will be interviewing interested 
second year students on 
Friday, October 11 
for positions with the firm for summer 1992. 
. , 
I • • • • • 
The International Law Society 1LS) would like lO announce the following events: 
Tuesday, September 17: Erown Bag Luncheon with L.L.M. students, Lawyers' Club Cafeteria, 
12-1:30 p.m. 
Thursday, September 19: Dr. Vojtcch Cep1 will speak about the removal of compromised 
communists from government and th! privatization of business and industry in Czechoslovakia, Room 120 
Hutchins Hall, 4-5:30 p.m., coffee served. 
Monday, September 23: lrtternational Law Society Bake Sale, outside Honigman AudiLOrium 
(Room 100), 7-11 a.m. · 
The Christian Law Students Association invites anyone interested lO our weekly meetings on 
Thursdays at5:30 p.m. We meet in L1e Martha Cook Lounge in Section N of the Law Quad. Please come 
and join us. And don't worry I st yeus, meetings last only an hour. 
• :!:':!"·T_rnmigration Law Project in•ites all interested law slllfiP.nrorn ~uen~ a general meeting on Monday, 
Sept. 16 at 8:00p.m. in Rm 116. RC?fesentatives from imrntgration agencies will be available to discuss 
their organizations and how you can relp out. ILP offers a unique opportunity for students lO represent their 
own clients in asylum, deportation a1d parole hearings. If you have any questions, please contact Lynn 
Frendt at 761-7027. 
The International Alumni Reunion will be held at the Law School from September 19-22, 1991. All 
law students are welcome to attend t1e many panels and workshops scheduled throughout the weekend. 
They are listed below: • 
Friday, September 20, 1991 
Topic: International Law Practi:e; Panelists: William J. Davey, Michigan J.D. 1974, Professor of 
illinois College of Law, previously with Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton in New York and Brussels; 
Katherine Ward, Michigan J.D. 1977, Pepper, Hamilton & Sheell., London; David Westin, Michigan J.D. 
1977, Vice-President and General Counsel, Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., New York and Washington D.C., 
previously with Wilmer, Cutler & Pic.<ering, Washington, D.C. and London; and Nobutoshi Y arnanouchi, 
Michigan LL.M.1975, Show a Law Of.ice, Tokyo. Moderator: Virginia Gordan, Assistant Dean of Students. 
Topic: The European Community; ModeralOrs: Jinl Adams, Alfred Conard, Eric Stein, and Joseph 
Weiler, 2:00 - 4:00p.m., Room 250 HH. 
Topic: Learning Negotiation; Moderator: Professor James J. White, 2:00 - 4:00p.m., Room 120 HH. 
Topic: The Disinterested Person:A New Alternative to Shareholder Derivative Litigation; Moderator: 
Professor Joel Seligman, 2:00- 2:55 p.m., Room 236 HH. 
Topic: The International Harmonization of Antitrust; Moderator: Professor Thomas E. Kauper, 2:00 
·2:55 p.m., Room 118HH. 
Topic: Recent Developments in the Market for Corporate Control; Moderator: Professor Michael 
iiradley, 3:05 -4:00p.m., Room 236 HH. 
Topic: The Rise of Markets in Ervirorunental Regulation; ModeraLOr: Professor James E. Krier, 3:05 
·4:00p.m., Room 116 HH. 
Saturday, September 21, 1991 
Topic: Trends jn Interoatjonal Economic Law and the GATT After the Uruguay Round: ModeraLOr: 
Professor John H. Jackson, 9:30- 11:45 a.m., Room 116 HH. 
Topic: Constitutional Law: Race, Gender and Speech; Moderators: Professors Lee C. Bollinger, Dean, 
Alexander Aleinikoff, and Christma Whitman, 9:30 - 11:45 a.m., Room 250 HH. 
Topic: White Collar Crime; ~1ooorator: Professor Jerold H. Israel, 9:30- 10:30 a.m., Room 236 HH. 
Topic: International Finance; Mcderator: Professor Merritt Fox, 9:30- 10:30 a.m., Room 132 HH. 
Topic: International Protection o· Human Rights; Moderator: Professor Bruno Sinrtrna, 10:45 - 11:45 
a.m., Room 132 HH. 
Topic: Patent Priority: First-to-He vs. First-to-Invent; Moderator: Professors Rebecca Eisenberg and 
Martin Adelman, 10:45 - 11:45 a.m., :<oom 236 HH. 
Topic: Resolutjonoflnternationa: Commercial Disputes; Moderator; Professor Whitmore Gray, 10:45 
-11 :45 a.m., Room 120 HH. 
Topic: What is the Rehngujst Com Doing to our Liberties?; Speakers: Professors Yale Karnisar and 
' 
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Dou~las K~, 2:30- 3:30p.m., Jason L Honigrnan Auditorium (Room 100 Hutchins Hall). Professor Yale 
Karrusar will speak flrst, and Professor Douglas Kahn wil.l respond to his remarks. 
The Administrative Comrninee will meet during the 1991 fall term in Room 303 Hutchins hall at the 
following tinles: October 1 at 4:00 ~·_ITI·· Oct~ber 29 at4:00 p.m., November 26 at 4:00p.m. and DI!Cember 
6 at 1:~0 p.m. Requests for watvers to the Academic Regulations are decided by the Administrative 
Comrruttee. Any student mal<mg such a request should submit a written petition to Dean Gordon· s Office 
(30·3· Hutchin~ Hal_l) ~t Je~t. four days pri~r to the ~ate of the Adminis trative Comminee meeting. The 
peUttonmusttdentify m wntmg the acadenuc regult!UOn(s) for which the student is requesting a waiver, the 
specific nature of the request and describe fully the reasons for the request. 
News From Parking Services: 
Emergency Telephones 
University ~fMic!_llgan Parking Services is installing 92 emergency telephones throughout all parking 
structures for u>c ·;,·:.cr,'"J·,.:ie is a genuine concern for personal safety. T.,.6 ,_;....; .;,"" [ur completion is 
September I, 1991. 
A blue light, ready for use when lit, will identify an emergency telephone inside a red housing with 
EMERGENCY written onb the door. Telephones are mounted at barrier freee height. equipped with a pust 
button, which dials 911 directly lO Campus Safety, and a voice box in which to speak. Location of the 
teliphone call is recorded with Campus Safety when the button is pushed, eliminating the need for 
conversation lO activate assistance. 
Generally, telephones are located in the same locations in each structure-AT ALL MAJOR 
ENTRANCES AND EXITS AND IN ELEVATOR LOBBIES. Alternate areas will be used where visibility 
of the blue light is improved. 
Handicap Parking 
Effective Seotember I. 1991. Parkin!! Services will not be issuine a seoarate Univcrsitv of Michi2an 
handicap permit. In its place, the Secretary of State Handicapper permit, used in conjunction with a regular 
U-M parking permit, will be honored. This new procedure will eliminate the need to have two different 
handicap permits-one for use in University parking facilities and another for use off campus-and in many 
cases, a trip to Parking Services. 
Faculty, staff, and students who do not have regular U-M parking permits will need to bring a copy of 
their statehandicapperpermitto Parking Services to obtain appropriate U-M parking permits when requiring 
handicap parking priveleges. Please Note: Effective September I, 1991, students will be required to pay for 
U-M parking permits. Cash, check, Visa or Masterchargc will be accepted. 
Michigan Student Assembly (MSA) is seeking 
U. of M. Law Students inte rested in serving on 
SACAU (Senate Advisory Committee on Univer-
sity Mfairs) committees. Committees are made 
up of students, faculty, administrators, and staff. 
Need student input. Applications available in 
MSA Office, 3909 Union, September 16-20 and 
due by September 24 at 5 :00 p.m. 
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U-M v. ND 
By Adam Scblatner 
RG Spons Writer 
Michigan vs. Notre Dame. lL is a huge 
game. It is a huge rivalry. And it is sure to bring 
both tearSofjoy,and tearS of dissapoinunentto 
the millions across the country who follow the 
plights of these traditional gridiron power-
houses. Unfortunately however, for the hun-
dr~:~ -:-! ! :!'!!: who lined South University on 
Friday night to show their support for their 
respective teams, the tears were induced by 
Ann Arbor's version of stormtroopers. 
In what seemed more like an effort to 
incite a riot than an attempt to disperse a crowd, 
AA 's finest launched tear gas into what was for 
the most part a loud, but well-behaved crowd of 
students from the two schools. Having seen, 
granted only on television, what a crowd such 
as this can escalate into (cite: when U-M won 
• ,. the NCAA's) the police's desire to keep or!!~:_ 
while they still could was understandable. The 
scene, though, was basically one of good-na-
tured taunting. There were, of course, the few 
minor scuffles that are bound to occur when 
you get that many inebriated people in one 
place at one time. There was also loud scream-
ing and chanting in support of both teams. 
Destructive behavior, however was virtually 
non-existent-no breaking of windows, no 
looting, no brawling, no real violence. And 
then, acting with all the composure, prepared-
ness, and intelligence of the Soviet coup lead-
ers, the police decided it was time to flex their 
muscles against the top contender, and worthy 
opponent- a group of drunk, defenseless stu-
dents simply having a good time in what has 
otherwise been a morbid town. This came 
without any warning or call to disperse. Those 
highly advanced pieces of technology that we've 
come to call loudspeakers remained silent both 
before and after the Gestapo's daring opera-
tion. Even if their desire to disperse the crowd 
as it approached 2AM was completely unde~-
: Bringing Tears To Your Eyes 
standable, shooting tear gas into an unsuspect- worthy of punishment from the students, they "I'm sorry, no dogs allowed Ul the bar' 
ing crowd of students was uncalled for to say succeeded. If they were trying to impress our said the manager. 
the least. guests from South Bend by demonstrating the "But sir, you don't understand, he's the 
As no great danger was imminent, there toolsofthepolicestatethat is Ann Arbor,once biggestl\'D fan in the world and loves to waoct 
was no need forsuchanimmediate,drastic,and again they passed with flying colors. But, if the games. He even reacts to th~ g~me." . 
dangerous measure. What was needed, aside they were uying to disperse a crowd before it The manager, somewhat mtng~ed, ~d 
from a major attitude adjustment by the men in could get out of hand, they walked head on into "Aw, what the hell," and let Joe and hts dog m. 
blue (and I don't mean Mo's crew), was a the harsh reality of a Sandalow curve Sure enough, everytime ND scored,~ 
warning ..... h,nr N•veral that tear gas would In discussifl!! thi ~ """!' 's fascist regime, dog went wild, bar kine li"in!! fli:'c;, waggmg 
be used~ people did not' start heading home. the incredibly racisttendencies also exhibited his tail furiously, and licking Joe'~ leg. 
Instead a scary scene unfolded. The hundreds in last evening's fiasco should not go unmen- Everytime UM scored, the dog would Sit and 
of fans, most of whom like myself had never tioned. With hundreds of people, predomi- pout. The manager watched in uuer amaze-
felt the effects of being tear gassed, started nantly white, chanting F-the Irish, and other ment. 
scattering with reckless abandon in aU direc- such profanities, the police chose to nab- As the game came to an end and another 
tions. More bodily harm and property damage quite physically I might add-a black ND fan ND victory over lhe Blue was in the bag,thedog 
resulted than would ever have been produced who had taken to the street and actually had the went crazy, doing more flips, and barking even 
by the crowd had Adolph • s Army simply guard- incredible, unbelievable audacity to use a curse more feverously. 
edly watched over it in the one block area it word and "Michigan" in the same sentence! The manager still watching in amazement 
originally occupied. Instead, people trampled Good job guys. said to Joe, "Wow that's really incredible. 
~v"'ry!hing, including other people, in an effort .::.; T'lf>~ni_r': !!S everday drawbacks, its really What d~~ h"' tin if ~ichigan wins?" to whicb 
to escape the gas. Fans searched out any door- comforting to see that Ann Arbor can put on it's Joe responded 
way to shelter they could find and stayed there best face just in time to greet thousands of "I don't know, be's only four years old." 
until the gas seeped in. The last time so many visitors and the entire nation watching at home. Dateline: Sept 14, 1991 
tears were cried in Ann Arbor was probably Way to go AAI HAPPY 5th BIRTHDAY!!!!!!! 
when it was realized that MSU's mugging of -CNN reported that "In Ann Arbor, MI 
Desmond Howard and our national title asp ira- students initiated a violent clash with police, 
lions would go unpunished. And the last time hurling rocks, bottles, and other objects at the 
Notre Dame fans and Michigan fans were seen police leading to the use of tear gas. The cause 
crying together would have to be Miami's of this violence is unknown." What? WHAT? 
comeback effort in AA which eventually led to CNN knows what's going on half way around 
the Convicts' third national title. the world in the midst of a war, but they can't 
As students gradually wandered out of getstraightwhat'sgoingoninMichigan? What 
hiding, a confused, sort of shocked feeling an irresponsible piece of journalism. Can you 
Came over the streets. When the small clusters say "manipulation" boys and girls? Manipula-
of teary-eyed fans began to come together tion, that is, of the media, by the police state in 
again, the police, in a classic case of kicking which we live. 
your weaker opponent after you've already 
pummelled him into the ground, once again 
ftred tear gas into the air. Then and only then, 
did I hear or see any bottles, rocks or other 
objects being hurled in the very general direc-
tion of the KGB. 
If the police were trying to incite a reaction 
HAPPY BIRTHDA Yl 
- Dauline : One year ago. 
About ten minutes before kickoff of the 
UM-ND game, Joe approached his local spons 
bar, all geared up to see his Irish play. By his 
side was his dog. 
THOUGHTS FROM THE ENDZO!'-.t: 
-Let's be thankful Elvis Grbac exhibited 
better judgment than the Ann Arbor police. 
-Hey all you Spartans fans, can you speil 
Chippewas? 
-Docs Virginia still have a football team? 
Does MSU? 
-Michigan has to be the only school in 
the country with two people named Yale. 
(Kamisar and Van Dyne) 
And finally what you've all been waiting 
for, the first ever edition of my weekly Top 
10-
1. Florida St. 2. Michigan 3. Miami 4. 
Washington 5. Florida 6. Clemson 
7. Oklahoma 8. Tim Williams 9. Tennes-
see 10. Central Michigan 
Also receiving votes: SUNY-Binghamton, 
Introducing RamiJiin' lance 
By Lance Hardenburg 
RG Sports Editor 
Lions 17 Dolphins 13 
Sorry, Mess. 
In a weekend which featured UM ftnally 
defeating Holtz's evil empire and the Chip-
pewas punishing Michigan State for not taking 
them seriously this may not seem important. 
But according to our resident prognosticator, 
Jeff Ward, the Lions are ori !heti way to a 15-1 
season. If you waited your whole life for a 
playoff victory, much less an appearance, you'd 
understand our excitement. 
* * * 
Also from the home office in Des Moines 
comes this prediction by Stargazer Sayced: 
UM continues their streak and defeats Florida 
State. Then they lose consecutive games to 
Iowa and Michigan State. 
Is this Heaven? No, it's Iowa. 
The biggest game for Michigan may be in 
Iowa City on October 5, certainly in terms of 
the Rose Bowl. Although Aorida State may 
have more talent than Iowa, Michigan will 
have two weeks to prepare for Florida State, a 
home game, but will have to travel out to Iowa 
the week after the Florida State game. Also, 
losing to Aorida State may hurt Michigan's 
National Title Hopes, but a loss to Iowa wiJI kiU 
UM in the polls and likely keep them out of the 
Rose Bowl. 
Of course the argument presented by most 
of our Ivy League transplants IS mat tneRose 
Bowl is not important. If you went to a school 
where football Saturdays arc spent in the li-
brary memorizing game statistics rather than 
actually watching a game, then you may not 
understand what the Rose Bowl means to Big 
Ten schools. TheRose Bowl is about tradition, 
blood and guts football and bragging rights in 
one of the premier football conferences in the 
nation. 
What many armchair quarterbacks (a spe-
cies that flourishes in the law school) miss in 
their post-game analysis of the l!ltest (insert 
sport here) game is that not everything can be 
to numbers. If any of these people had actually 
played a sport in their life, they would know 
that. In football, two teams come together on 
the surface of their choice and the one with the 
most heart, guts and mental toughness walks 
away with the victory. (See MSU v CMU). 
And that is what the Rose Bowl represents. 
One game. One winner. One loser. 
No questions about who had a tougher 
schedule or which losses are weigheo mort! or 
less heavily. No questions at all. One team 
goes home with the crown, and one goes home 
to prepare for the next year. The feeling of 
winning that game should not be underesti-
mated by those who have never seen their 
school in Pasadena. 
If you're fortunate enough to see it this 
year, I hope you have enough sense to revel in 
it rather than talk about the possibility of play-
offs or why UM has to go to the Rose Bowl 
instead of the Orange, Fiesta, or other bowl of 
your choice. 
Many will say that I am just a frustrated 
Big Ten fan who is tiredofseeing theCrown go 
to other conferences. Maybe that is partly true. 
Maybe I am too old fashioned. I like the run 
better than the pass. Field goals are for wimps. 
I do not need to wait for the expens to tell me 
who they think is champion. Besides, it is 
absurd to believe that we can really choose 
among all the teams, many who nrver play one 
another,to decide who is best. Georgia Tech or 
Colorado? Who cares? I want to waoch me 
games, not the papers. 
But it isn't enough to have conference or 
bowl champions. The armchairs are not con-
cerned with a perfectly executed reverse or a 
well-timed hit, all they want is to hear from the 
other experts who is the best. Then they know 
what team 's paraphernalia to go out and buy. 
One champion allows the armchairs to focus 
their analysis and research on only one team. 
That way they have more time for Tax, Sec Reg 
and the other important things in life, but can 
still feign knowledge at the next Jaw school 
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In tlte Venal Colon 
)nat Dam Ans Column 
B~ Spencer Gusick 
Barton Fink is the latest film from brothers 
]C"d and Ethan Coen, the filmmaking duo who 
b:tVJght us .AJiller' s Crossing and Rat~inr: An-
:·r.a With the release of Barton Fznk, a lilm 
ruch is both gorgeously filmed and disturb-
•·glr paranoid, the Coen~ ;,.., , .. ,v:;.;;~· cn-
s:'-'nced themselves as forerunner~ of the 
American neo-avant-garde cinema (Transla-
t.!J~ in English: Entertainment Ton1ght \\Ill call 
!hem "The new David L}nches"J The film 
11ill have additional snob appeal due to the fact 
thai it won three Palmes d'Or at Cannes (in-
c~uding Best Picture), yet wtll undoubtedly do 
~ly in the U.S. due to it.\ non-mamstream 
sm1y line. I found Barton Fink a compcllmg, 
e.ntertaining, postmodem melange, although 
its many pare;(.)''"' · .- ;2 lesce in a sausfymg 
ending. 
It is 1941, and John Tunurro plays Barton 
Fmk, a young, Jewish, would-be radical play-
wright who maintains a stratght face while 
spouting rhetoric about "writing plays for the 
common man." Despite his sell-scnousness, 
Fmk's latest play manages to make him the 
darling of Broadway. He is offered an outra-
geously lucrative contract to write for motion 
pictures in Hollywood, and therein lies the 
film's premise: Does Barton deserve all this 
fame and fonunc, and can he leave the theater 
for the bastard art of film? After some humor-
ously pretentious soul-searching ("I'm sure 
there are some common men in Hollywood,") 
he ships out to L.A. 
Barton manages to find the most oppres-
sive hotel in all of California. This building is 
so cool, it should win Best Supporting Actor 
A C L U ctd. from page 1 
morecomplicated than Strossen suggested. The 
"peyote case" reflects a tension between the 
 free exercise and the establishment clauses of 
!be First Amendment, Sanda low said. 
Though the restriction on peyote use may 
1iolate the free exercise !:!: :;:::: , "0ne might 
also argue that providing a special exemption 
function. 
College football is fight songs, mascots, 
tailgates, crisp air, jarring hi ts, emotion, the 
option, walk-ons, two point conversions and 
lladition. Any attempt to reduce coUege foot-
bail to a numbers game strips it of all its 
glamour. It's a game, not a bunch of numbers. 
Who's number one? I don'tknow, but did 
YOD see !.~?' r~ lrh hv, Howard? 
" ... • 
Mike Tyson should be allowed to fighL 
Allhough the things he has been accused 
of in the past are terrible, he has not been found 
&uilty. The key word is accused. Until he is 
fOUnd guilty he can do whatever he wants. 
What is troubling is not that a person 
~cused of violent crimes can still work. Inno-
cent until proven guilty is too important. My 
COncern is that we are stiU willing to pay to 
'ii'atch him fight. 
Food for thought: . we reenforce violent 
As days drag on, Banon IS gnppcd by a 
Kafka-esque senset~at he should be exposed as 
an upstart, humiliated, and destroyed. Some-
how. no one seems to be paymg attention to h1s 
shoncomings, and he pamfull) accepts his 
prruse, wai ting for the other shoe to drop. He 
makes the acquaintance of a famous wntcr 
\:. ~ . .:; tssupposed to be Wtlham Faulkner) and 
after an affair w1th the wruer~ mtstress, thing~ 
begm to get strange. Ev1l lurks at unex~cted 
turns. His tormentors come at htm from bi-
zarre, unexpected dtrecuons. Pollee abuse 
him. People tum up dead and m1ssing The last 
half-hour is a barrage of dehctou~ly surreal 
Images of a su~rego gone into overdrive. 
John Goodman (kft) distract$ John Turturro (right ) who plays the arrogant, neurotic, 
tortured writer Ba:-. • :·:. !, :.'l Barton Fink. a bizarre new film. 
Things resolve, um, interesting!}. I 
couldn' t really tell you \\hat the endmg is 
supposed to mean tf I wanted to. Suffice to say 
Barton Fink IS a dark. strange, an~'- ·--- -::::r 
film w htch should appeal to fan of the gor-
geous and the btzarrc. I hould add that It is not 
at all dtfficult to re-concetvc Barton Fmk's 
story as that of, say, a first-year assoc1ate of a 
huge law firm. Take a bnght1deahsuc student, 
give htm too much money, O\erpratse him 
when he f liSt amves, don't tell htm what to do. 
Heseesothersgeumg ftred .and hi gut wTenches 
because he knows he is mcompctent. Wau for 
things to fall apart. Scary. Really scary. 
awards. It is loathsomely overdecorated, gra-
tuitously ornate, frighteningly elaborate. It IS 
quite simply Franz Kalka's dream hotel. Bar-
ton walks into the palm trees and wicker bas-
kets looking most alien in his l'iew York over-
coat and psuedo-inteUectual blazer. His room 
is dark and unwelcoming, replete with mosqui-
toes and oozing walls. 
Barton's studio boss is an outrageously 
nightmarish authority figure. He screams, he 
yells, he demeans people, he makes them writhe. 
All the while he treats Barton as his golden boy, 
referring repeatedly to his plays which impart 
"That Barton Fink feeling ," adding, "I think 
everyone has that Barton Fink feeling, but 
seeing as you're Barton Fink, I assume you've 
got it in spades." BartOn has no idea how to 
please these terrifying Californians, and is 
violates the establishment clause," Sandalow 
said. 
Responding to Strossen's concerns about 
recent abortion-related decisions, Sandalow 
agreed that Roe v. Wade is likely to be over-
turned or sharply limited. He argued, however, 
that liberals should respond to this by becom-
ing less reliant on the couns ar.rt "'nrp .,,;lling 
to take pan in the political process. 
behavior in many athletes then expect them to 
lead non-violent lives outside of the ring, rink 
or arena. It is ironic that many fans love to 
watch people pummel one another, but then 
feign shock when violence spills out of the 
contest and onto the streets. 
• • • 
The Red Wings will set a record for pen-
alty minutes thi~ vrM. 
Can UM get lhiough the next four games 
undefeated? 
Subway? 
Notre Dame Saturday? 
What do you think about Hank, Jr. on 
Monday Night Football? 
Is Cecil Fielder an MVP candidate? 
Is there anything that Desmond Howard is 
unable to do? 
Final question of the week - Are Doug 
Kahn and Dave Thomas twins who were sepa-
rated at birth? 
corralled into writing a B-movie wrestling 
picture-something which he has no idea how 
to do. He stares at the empty pages in his 
typewriter. He becomes disrracted by his neigh-
bor Charlie (John Goodman), a great, sweat}', 
insurance agent; he is the real common man, 
yet Barton is unable to relate to him. Barton is 
a useless nebbish who cries alone in his room 
and cannot write more than a few recycled lines 
from his Broadway play. Somehow, he contin-
ues to receive nothing but praise and assistance 
from those around him, but there is an ever-
growing sense that his downfall is rapidly 
approaching. 
Next season: Joel and Ethan Coen write a 
TV drama which stars John Turturro as an FBI 
agent who travels to a small town in Washing-
ton where he turns into a giant cockroach. 
Guest starring Dennis Hopper as "Pops." 
Seyfarth, Shaw, 
Fairweather & Geraldson 
of Wasington, D .C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing interested students on 
Wednesday, October 9 , 1991 
for positions with the firm for Summer, 1992 and 
permanent positions f or Fall, 1 992. 
W eil, Gotshal & Manges 
of New York, Dallas, Miami and 
Washington D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third years students on 
Thursday, October 3rd 
for summer with the firm for ummer, 1992, 
and permanent positions for Fall, 1992. 
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Ask Dr. Manitsky 
The Best of Dr. Manitsky 
A note from the doctor: 
My editor, Mark Sanor, suggested that I do a "best of' 
column just to start things rolling. Of course, I jumped at the 
chance to avoid writing something new. (Indeed, I have not 
even bothered to change, for example, the "lL" to "2L" which 
trnditionally follows students ' names in the Res Gestae.) So 
here we go .... 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
If "J.N.O.V." means "judgment notwithstanding the ver-
dict," then what uoes the "0" stand for? 
-Confused ( lL) 
Dear C:mfused, 
Orgasm. 
- Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
Did you have a chance to meet Dr. Jack Kevorkian '.'.'hen he 
was speaking at the Law School? 
-Curious (3L) 
Dear Curious, 
Yes I did. in fact, Dr. Kevorkian and I met for a lengthy 
·consultation. As you can see in the photograph, the doctor was 
quite pleased with our discussion. To be sure, some have 
suggested that the doctor is smiling because of the position of 
my left hand. But this is nonsense; our relationship is strictly 
professional. 
-Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
Why do some students Jove Professor Kamisar, while 
others hate him? 
- Baffled (IL) 
Dear Baffled, 
The reason is somewhat complex, but I will try to explain. 
There are three main categories into which everything and 
everyone can be divided: highbrow, middlebrow. and lowbrow. 
Now,lowbrow students tend to like Kamisar because be curses 
and !:las a generally crass style. Middlebrow students dislike 
Dr. Manitsky shares some quality time with Dr. Jack 
Kevorkian, also known as "Dr. Death." 
quintessential highbrow-lowbrow figure, me:::: !!!':~ : ·~:1k Si-
natra or Rodney Dangerfield. 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
I keep seeing Steve Rosenblau (2L) walking around town 
with a beautiful woman. How does he do it? As Steve himself 
readily admits, he's no Adonis. And yet he continues to go out 
with these attractive women. What has he got that! haven' tgot? 
- Wondering (2L) 
Dear Wondering, 
Big penis. 
- Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manitslcy. 
Maybe you can help me. I've been seeing this guy for about 
four weeks now. We're both law students. Things have been 
going very well, except for this one sexual problem. See, 
whenever we're making love, and he's about to climax, he says 
over and over "The contract is consummated as soon as the flfSt 
substantial act has been done as requested by the offeree." What 
should I do? 
-Ms. X (3L) 
Kamisar, arguing that "he never really teaches black-letter law" Dear Ms. X, 
and "be just tells wild stories." Clearly you should consummate the contract. Also, it is 
Highbrow students love Kamisar-precisely because he worth noting that your lover is quoting from Chapter 3, section 
curses, has a generally crass style, never really teaches black- . 62, of Corbin's contraCts hornbook (the one-volume edition). 
letter law, and justteUs wild stories. So you see, Kamisar is the I'm sure you agree that this is strange behavior, especially 
Law in the Raw 
Adequate provocation 
Danie1 Serna,l9, waschargedwithmurderingRobert 
Vinci in Pueblo, Colorado. Serna and a friend were standing 
• r · -:of a ?-Eleven when Vinci rode up on his l " · ·. ·-" 
passed wind in front of the two. Vinci smiled and said, "I've 
been ripping them all day," and Serna replied, "Well, don't be 
ripping them by me." A fight ensued, and Serna allegedly 
pulled a gun and shot Vinci. 
-Chicago Reader 
Shocking Habits 
Arthur Sharland, 77, was found dead recently in 
West London sitting in an airchair with two wires from an 
electric socket attached to his nipples with crocodile clips. A 
mass of tiny scars, some quite old, suggests that he had 
indulged in the habit for many years and might simply have 
misjudged the voltage. 
-Chicago Reader 
Gas Chamber 
In Sonora, California, a defense attorney is appealing 
his client's conviction, charging that the prosecutor disrupted 
the trial when he "farted aboutl 00 times. He even lifted his leg." 
-Washington Monthly 
Man's Best Friend? 
Clarence Anderson, being held on $20,000 bail, will 
know not to forget his best friend next time. Last Tuesday ,a man 
walked into a convenience store, announced he was armed, 
considering the fact that Farnsworth's much more impressil~ 
hornbook has just come out in a second edition. 
You don't says:> m your Jeuer, but I assume there haven, 
been any problems with anticipatory breaches. In any case. I 
suggest you try talkmg your lover into some unilaterals. 
- Dr. Manitsky 
ucar Dr. Manitsk}, 
Regarding last week's Rosenblatt letter: Is it P.C.to have! 
big penis? 
- Inquiring Mind (2L) 
Dear Inquiring Mind, 
Only if you're a woman. 
- Dr. Manitsky 
Dear Dr. Manitsky, 
I've heard rumors that if you, Ann Arbor's most eligib~ 
bachelor, married D1ane Levitsky ).~}. ::e: r.ame would re 
Diane Levitsky-Manitsky. Is this true? Are you two, in foct 
secretly engaged? And if you get married, who will take O\C' 
your title of "most eligible bachelor"? Frank Gaeta (2L)? 
- Worried (3L) 
Dear Worried, 
Diane and I are not engaged. Even so, don 't worry about the 
"Levitsky-Manitsky" problem. I'm sure that if we were to gt~ 
married a court of equity would use its broad remedial powm 
to intervene and prevent a name like Levitsky-Manitsky~
name which both shocks the conscience and is repugnant ~e 
justice. 
You also need not worry about who would take my place as 
the most eligible bachelor if I get married. Your guess is correct 
Frank Gaeta would take my place (unless, of course. I marry 
Frank). 
- Dr. ManiLSky 
GOT A QUESTION? THEN ASK DR. MANITSKY 
TODAY! PUT fOUR QUESTIONS IN ANDRE
MANlTSKY'S PENDAFLEX. 
By Ward, Gard & Blum 
demanded money and fled with SlO. 
When deputies arrived, they discovered a dog ued 
up outside the store. A witness informed them the robber had 
left in a hurry. forgetting the dog. 
The animal had tags, and .~uru:s nsred Anderson as 
the owner. He was charged Wednesday with second-degree 
robbery. The dog, Bear, was taken to an animal shelter. 
(Unfortunately, Bear will probably be put to sleep, not Ander· 
son). 
-Detroit Free Press 
DEAR READER- If, in your many hours ofleisure time,
you happen to run across an article or story you would like to 
share with your fellow students, please drop a copy in Jeff 
Ward's pendaflex. 
